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Introduction

You wake with a start as your wrist buzzes. Tapping your Fitbit to quiet it, you open your phone to see how the wearable has assessed last night’s sleep quality. Your Fitbit accompanies you on your morning jog, cheerfully providing real time heart rate updates urging you to go faster and counting calories as fast as you burn them. Your Fitbit captures your brisk walk to the metro as steps rise toward the elusive 10,000 that you strive for each day. Your choice to take the stairs rather than the elevator is evidenced by an increased respiratory rate—also captured by Fitbit. You slide into your desk already excited to log those breakfast calories in the Fitbit app. The quantified self is already at work, and it is not even 9:00 am.

These vignettes show the many ways fitness wearables generate unique health information, which the companies then sell and share with third parties often unbeknownst to users. The amount of information is vast and valuable. An estimated 20% of Americans use some kind of fitness wearable,1 a device that collects information that would otherwise only be available in a hospital. Advertisers, insurers, lenders, and employers seek to capitalize on this unique information to sell more product, insure healthier clients, and surveil employees, all without the user’s awareness of their data’s use.2

This Essay aims to shed light on the laws and regulations that allow this sale and invasive use of health information. First, we will discuss the inherent sensitivity of health information by discussing the kinds of information fitness wearables collect and the harms if such information is exposed. Next, we will explain why the current U.S. health privacy framework fails to cover fitness wearables and the enforcement problems this creates. Finally, we offer broad principles that legislators and regulators should adopt when seeking to close the fitness wearable loophole.

The right to privacy, from both private and public actors, is necessary for a fulfilling personal life. The ability to control to whom, when, or if we disclose private information is fundamental to that right. The increasingly networked world and the Internet of Things (IoT) has made it easier for revealing information to flow from users to the wider world, and IoT devices that collect health information risk the wide dissemination of information that is particularly sensitive.

Compare health information with credit card purchase history. A quick review of someone’s purchases may reveal the geographic location of the cardholder. It may also imply socio-economic status: a purchaser who frequents secondhand clothing stores or who has purchased retread tires may be considered less economically secure, in turn lowering their credit score. Health information is even more revealing. Rather than just reflecting how an individual interacts with wider society or their credit score, health information can reveal facts about the data subject that are entirely internal: the strength of a person’s heart or the quality of their lungs. A routine physical, among the least invasive medical practices, collects intimate details of the patient’s life—substance abuse, sexuality, and mental health conditions—information not readily gleaned by the naked eye. The trust relationship between a doctor and patient reflects this sensitivity: patients open up to their physicians because they believe their information will remain private. Additionally, we construct physical and psychological markers that reflect and honor the sensitivity of information that passes from patient to physician: closed doors, individual examination rooms, and the patient’s power to determine who is in the room. Fitness wearables invert this relationship trading on the
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moral and social value placed on health and wellness to nudge users into disclosing personal health information.\textsuperscript{10}

While fitness wearables like Fitbits and WHOOP may not collect the same swath of personal information as a routine physical, they still present concerns about personal health information because they collect a surprising amount of data. Fitbit’s Charge 4 wrist strap passively collects heart rate data, activity, and sleep.\textsuperscript{11} When paired with Fitbit’s app, the Charge 4 can be used to track a user’s menstrual cycle.\textsuperscript{12} Similarly, WHOOP straps passively collect heart rate and sleep but also offer respiratory rate tracking.\textsuperscript{13}

This information is valuable not just to the user and health companies but to hostile actors. In 2019, Google partnered with major U.S. hospital network Ascension to provide cloud computing capabilities and artificial intelligence services.\textsuperscript{14} Project Nightingale, as the partnership is dubbed, is a HIPAA-compliant business associate agreement, allowing Ascension to send fully identifiable information to Google.\textsuperscript{15} Google then uses this information to train machine-learning programs to develop a healthcare platform for Ascension.\textsuperscript{16} At the same time, Google acquired Fitbit and the data of its 29 million users.\textsuperscript{17} Google says that it will not merge the Fitbit user data with other data for advertising purposes, but given Google’s track record of unauthorized sharing of personal data, there is cause for skepticism.\textsuperscript{18} Even if Google honors its promise, the vast amount of
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health information that Google is processing makes it a ripe target for cyberattack.

Paul Ohm, a privacy and cybersecurity scholar at Georgetown University Law Center, describes “databases of ruin,” the hypothetical collection of data held by third parties that, if revealed, could ruin a data subject’s life. Google’s health information databases risk bringing the database of ruin out of the hypothetical and into the actual. The prospect of an adversary gaining access to either the Ascension data or the Fitbit data is bad enough, but when both are held by one entity, the damage is much greater. The two sets of health information could be accessed by an adversary, who would then have even greater insight into each user. Linking one anonymized database to another unlocks information, which in turn could unlock even more. Cyberattacks of this kind should be at the forefront of any proposed change to the Privacy Rule keeping in mind the sophistication and subtlety with which these attacks can occur.

Data exposure to authorized viewers should also be concerning. On June 19, 2020, PGA golfer Nick Watney, a WHOOP strap user, noticed his respiratory rate was higher than usual. Watney had read that WHOOP had analyzed user data to determine that respiratory rate increases were correlated with positive COVID-19 diagnoses. Despite testing negative a few days earlier, Watney got tested for COVID-19 again—his test came back positive. WHOOP parlayed Watney’s story into a deal with the PGA to supply 1,000 WHOOP straps to the PGA. It is not just athletic associations partnering with WHOOP; lifestyle brand Tory Burch purchased 700 WHOOP straps for a “new employee wellness initiative to advance health and resilience during the COVID-19 pandemic.”
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When fitness wearables are provided by employers, they present a particular set of concerns. The confluence of the U.S. norm of employment-at-will, employer provided healthcare, and COVID-19 create an environment where employees may unwittingly provide health information to their employers, ultimately to their detriment. At-will employment, the doctrine that allows either employee or employer to terminate their employment relationship for any reason, is the default employment relationship in every state but Montana. 27 Fifty-five percent of American workers also receive their healthcare from their employer. 28 This data suggests there is a significant portion of the American workforce who are terminable for any reason and who also cost their employer thousands of dollars every year through healthcare costs. 29 In the wake of the COVID-19 pandemic, these employees may find themselves consenting to wellness and workplace health tracking programs that provide their employer with un-aggregated data. 30 COVID-19 may prove to be a catalyst for the widespread adoption of fitness wearables as a means of surveilling employees, even post-pandemic.

It is not difficult to imagine how employers could use this information to skirt existing laws. For instance, long term monitoring of heart rate data may lead an employer to believe that an employee is likely to suffer from a heart attack in the near future. 31 The Americans with Disabilities Act prohibits employers from terminating employees due to certain health conditions, including heart attacks and the missed work that comes with treating these conditions. 32 With long-term health monitoring via fitness wearables, employers can see which employees are more likely to develop a serious health condition and terminate those employees.
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before the condition manifests. As unscrupulous as this conduct appears, employment-at-will permits this seemingly arbitrary termination, and employee health surveillance enables it.

**The United States Health Privacy Regime Does Not Cover Fitness Wearables**

Health information in the United States is protected under the Health Information Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA), which delegates authority to the Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) to promulgate regulations in support of HIPAA. HHS has done so through the promulgation of the Privacy Rule, which requires a covered entity to make reasonable efforts to use, disclose, and request only the minimum amount of protected health information needed to accomplish the intended purpose of the use, disclosure or request.

The Privacy Rule defines health information as any information “created or received by a health care provider, health plan, public health authority, employer, life insurer, school or university, or health care clearinghouse,” that relates to the physical or mental health or condition of an individual, the provision of health care to an individual, or payment for health care to an individual. This information becomes protected health information when it is transmitted or maintained in any form. The information generated by fitness wearables, like respiration, heart rate, and sleep information, would then appear to be protected health information.

Fitness wearables slip past the requirements of the Privacy Rule because of the narrow definition of a “covered entity.” HHS has defined a covered entity as health care providers that electronically transmit health information in certain transactions, health insurers, and health care clearinghouses. The Privacy Rule concentrates on the entity collecting the information rather than the information collected. Companies then that collect health information, as defined by HHS, but do not fit within the definition of a covered entity are conspicuously excluded from Privacy Rule requirements and subsequent enforcement.

The Privacy Rule matters because it sets limits on who covered entities can share information with and provides individuals with affirmative rights over their data, including rights of access and
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The Privacy Rule requires that individuals be notified how their health information is used and shared and, importantly, gives individuals the opportunity to choose whether their health information can be used or shared for certain purposes, including marketing and sale. These restrictions do not apply to fitness wearable companies because they are not covered entities. These entities are then not bound to disclose how health information is used and, in fact, are free to share and use user health information with whomever and however they choose. This fear is not theoretical. WHOOP, for instance, informs users they can expect WHOOP to share their health information with payment processors, ad networks, and analytics providers. If WHOOP was considered a covered entity, this type of sharing would not be permitted without user permission. Additionally, WHOOP assures users that if their straps are used in conjunction with their employer’s wellness program the employer only receives aggregated data, unless the user consents to providing un-aggregated data to their employer. By leaving out fitness wearables from the definition of covered entity, the Privacy Rule strips users of agency over their health information.

The Privacy Rule also affords individuals who believe there has been a violation of their rights the opportunity to seek redress. The HHS Office of Civil Rights (OCR) is tasked with enforcement of the Privacy Rule and does so through a combination of voluntary compliance, technical guidance, and financial penalties for wrongdoing. OCR is the only entity that is able to pursue companies for violations of the Privacy Rule as HIPAA and subsequent regulations did not create a private right of action. Individuals are able to submit formal complaints with OCR or with state attorneys general if they believe any of the above rights have been violated. Either course of action requires that the violation be by a covered entity. Users of fitness wearable are excluded from this remedy because fitness wearable companies are not covered entities.

Users may be able to pursue action through the Federal Trade Commission under unfair or deceptive acts and practices.
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However, it seems unlikely that such claims would result in favorable decisions for users. The FTC recently proposed a settlement with the fertility app Flo Health for allegedly breaking terms of its privacy policy by sharing pseudonymized data about consumers, like their pregnancies, with third parties, including marketing analytics companies. This settlement allows us to extrapolate how the FTC would treat a case against a fitness wearable selling user information. First, the FTC focused on the fact Flo Health had told users it would not share data when in fact it was. This suggests that companies like WHOOP would not be prosecuted because they do disclose to users that they share with third parties for a variety of purposes. Second, the FTC’s proposed settlement would require Flo Health to get user consent before sharing their health information. Outside the criticism that notice and choice consent do not effectuate user agency, fitness wearables are already meeting the threshold for consent by seeking approval of terms and conditions before use. A future fitness wearable case then would be unlikely to succeed since fitness wearables are already doing what is required of them – the bare minimum.

**Principles for Closing the Covered Entity Gap**

Currently, fitness wearables slip between the cracks, collecting personal health data without being subject to HIPAA’s requirements. Even if HIPAA’s requirements did apply, the Privacy Rule’s reliance on anonymization has been rendered obsolete due to advances of re-identification science. The Privacy Rule does not place limits on the use or disclosure of de-identified health information. The law must change.

First, HHS and Congress should broaden the definition of “covered entity” to focus on what is being collected rather than who is doing the collecting. By adding a catch-all provision to covered entity to include any business that collects health information that is
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not a health plan, a health clearinghouse, or a healthcare provider, regulators would be able to capture not just fitness wearables, but any future actors that may enter the health information space.\textsuperscript{51}

Second, HHS should promulgate regulations outlining destruction principles for collectors of health information. HHS could set periods after which health information would need to be deleted from servers that are dependent on the type of covered entity. For example, health care providers may need a longitudinal health record of an individual that lasts until death. It is hard to imagine why a fitness band would need the same latitude.

Finally, HHS should limit non-covered entity access to health information to trusted researchers in conjunction with removing data anonymization requirements. Recognizing that de-identification is no longer reliable in the world of high-powered computing,\textsuperscript{52} HHS could require that researchers access information at the source of the data, while permitting access to the full suite of data. This could increase research outcomes by allowing access to currently prohibited categories like birth date and zip code.\textsuperscript{53}

**CONCLUSION**

The Privacy Rule was created in the wake of widespread adoption of electronic medical records.\textsuperscript{54} Electronic records led to an increase in the number of organizations involved in providing healthcare, and this in turn led to a decrease in consumer trust in providing health information to their doctors.\textsuperscript{55} We find ourselves at a similar moment as new players enter the healthcare space, and the power of data points to the promise of a healthier future. The Privacy Rule was created not only to simplify the administration of healthcare but to also expand the Fourth Amendment right of privacy of the person.\textsuperscript{56} Allowing fitness wearable companies and other non-covered entities to share and collect health information with minimal regulation is a betrayal of the very reasoning underlying HIPAA. We would not let hospitals sell our health information to turn a profit – why should we let our watches?
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